
Pre-Qualification

IDEA thinks globally, acts locally.



INTRODUCTION
Welcome to IDEA LLC, where creativity meets functionality. Since our inception in 2003,
the comany has been dedicated to delivering high-quality products and innovative designs.
Our brand name, IDEA, encapsulates our philosophy of finding elegant and simple solutions to the 
most challenging tasks. Our commitment to excellence and innovation has earned us a reputation as a 
leader in the small architectural forms market.

IDEA is an international company specializing in the manufacturing of a wide range of modern urban 
and garden furniture products for public areas, specially designed wooden and metal constructions, 
as well as architectural forms and design elements for public infrastructure. We are convinced that 
public areas should be designed in a way that will inspire present and future generations. To that end, 
we always strive to incorporate clever design, creativity, functionality, and amenity into our works. We 
are always in search of new challenges to achieve more decisive results, whilst being even more 
creative and effective.

We operate from a state-of-the-art manufacturing facility spanning 7,400 square meters,
complemented by a 2,500 square meter showroom and a 350 square meter head-office.
This robust infrastructure allows us to maintain high standards of quality and innovation across
all our products.

At IDEA, our mission is to create modern designs with safe and high-quality outdoor products for 
clients worldwide. We believe in combining functionality with creativity, ensuring our products not 
only serve their purpose but also enhance the aesthetic appeal of their surroundings.
Our core values revolve around quality, innovation, and customer satisfaction.

We pride ourselves on our diverse and ever-expanding product line, which includes litter bins,
benches, planters, and lighting fixtures for public use, as well as pergolas, lounges, cabanas,
gazebos, arbors, swings, and fire pits for garden furniture and structures. Additionally, we offer 
architectural metal and wooden works, creating small and large architectural shapes, designs,
and artworks for urban areas.

Our expertise in wooden manufacturing is backed by years of experience and a commitment to 
quality. We use advanced technology and high-grade materials to produce superior timber products. 
Our unique processes include impregnation, which enhances strength and resistance to water, 
moisture, and chemicals, providing protection in all weather conditions. We also utilize Hickson Decor 
Aqua Wood Stain, a water-based system that meets EN 71-3 Safety for European Toys standards, 
offering durability and environmental friendliness. Glued Laminated Technology (Glulam) improves the
technical capabilities of lumber, making it suitable for demanding applications, while CNC machines 
ensure precision and efficiency in manufacturing.

Our metal products are crafted using the latest technologies to ensure durability and aesthetic 
appeal. Our processes include galvanization, with hot-dip galvanization and powder coating to 
prevent
corrosion and withstand harsh weather conditions. Powder coating provides outdoor resistance and a 
10-year guarantee on our products, while CNC machines ensure high-quality and precise metal
manufacturing.

IDEA is proud to export its products to various countries, including Ireland, Qatar, Russia, Kazakhstan, 
and the United Arab Emirates. We are also the exclusive distributor of Arch Timber Protection
Company of the UK in Azerbaijan, under our partner company HEMEL, located in Istanbul, Turkey.

Our focus on quality and innovation has positioned IDEA for continued success in the market. We are 
dedicated to creating products that meet the highest standards and exceed our clients' expectations.
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MANUFACTURING PROCESSES:

1 Bending of Steel with bending machine

2 Welding of Steel

3 Hot-Dip Galvanization of steel

4 Impregnation TANALITH E®: Pinewood

5 Glue-lamination of wood: GLULAM of Pinewood

6 Water-based painting ("EN 71-3 Safety for Toys”)

7 Powder coating on steel and aluminium

8 CNC Laser cutting of steel

9 CNC wood cutting

10 Wood routing with wood routing machines

12 Sanding of wood with sanding machines

13 Contact welding

14 Grinding of steel with grinders



A. PINEWOOD: Impregnated with TANALITH E®.
Tanalith is the first impregnation agent in compliance with the European Biocidal Product Regulation. Purchased from certified supplier.

B. HARDWOOD: Iroko
IDEA seletcts hardwood, according to the request of the clients and market availability.

GLUE LAMINATION: Glulam of Pinewood: 
Glue-laminated pinewood timber is a structurally engineered wood 
product commonly used for beams
and columns.
• Wood glued with industrial adhesives, is highly durable and  
 moisture-resistant.
• Glulam is stronger than steel at comparable weights.
• Capable of generating large pieces and unique shapes. that  
 makes glulam a cost-effective choice
 for long structural spans and tall columns with minimal need  
 for additional support.

IMPREGNATION TANALITH E®: PINEWOOD:
It is an environmental and human friendly impregnating agent,  
contains azole compounds that have no harm to human and
environmental health.
•  Provides higher protection against cooper tolerant funghi,  
 termite damage.
• Prolongs the life of the timber.
• TANALITH is odorless.
• No change in the final dimensions of the wood.

WATER-BASED PAINT:
This finish is excluded on most types of hardwood. It is a
complete finish eliminating if desired the need of a separate primer 
or undercoat and provides low maintenance and long - term 
protection. It is certified by the "EN 71-3 Safety for Toys". 

Painting cycle
1.  Timber surface should be dry,well sanded with no:80-120  
 sandpaper and dust must be cleaned.
2. Manual application of the first coat by brush (can be diluted  
 with 10% of water if needed).
3. Drying 16 hours.
4. Sand the surface with no: 180-220 sandpaper and apply the  
 second coat.
4. Drying 16 hours.

WOODEN OIL:
It is the best treatment for both soft and harwood we use. 
•  Beautiful natural finish and non-film forming
•  Increased resistance to UV,
•  Water repellent.
•  One coat protection.
Wood surface treated with oil naturally tend to turn grey in a vari-
able period of time.It is a physiological reaction and is a self-pro-
tection of wood against weathering while not affecting the quality 
of the product.Regular renewal of the oiIing process is suggested
(see MAINTENANCE)

Cycle for oiling
1 Manually apply the first coat with a brush and remove the  
 excess oil by cloth. 
2.  Wait 24 hours for complete dry.
3.  Visual quality control.

MAINTENANCE:
On wood elements IDEA offers warranty againts rot. For aesthetic and functional reasons IDEA requires semiannual maintenance of wooden surfaces 
with the oil. On this condition we provide 2 years warranty on the looks of the products. Proceed to lightly sand to remove a deposit of dirt, and the apply 
a new layer of oil. In case of products that require complete repainting. Sand the Surface with no:180-220 sandpaper then remove the dust. Surface 
should be clean and non oily and dry. Apply 1-2 coats of water based paint.The product must be ultimately left to dry.
Aqua Wood Stain Paint and Wooden Oil for maintenance are available upon request.

TYPES OF WOOD MATERIAL BY IDEA



SPECIFICATIONS OF STEEL PRODUCTION
• Sanding with sandpaper no: 40-180
• Laser cutting with CNC machine: Cutting metal plates and pipes of different thickness with high precision
• Bending of the metal: reduces the need for welding of the pieces
• Gas welding
• Sanding with no:40 sandpaper
• Hot Dip galvanizing 449 ° and sanding with no: 180-220  
• Alkaline degreasing
• Rinsing with water system 
• Powder Coating 180-200° 
• Cooling 5-30 mins

SPECIFICATIONS OF ALUMINIUM PRODUCTION
• Sanding with sandpaper no: 40-180
• Laser cutting with CNC machine: Cutting metal plates and pipes of different thickness with high precisio
• Bending of the metal: reduces the need for welding of the pieces
• Gas welding
• Sanding with no:40 sandpaper 
• Alkaline degreasing
• Rinsing with water system 
• Powder Coating 180-200° 
• Cooling 5-30 mins

STEEL AND ALUMINIUM BY IDEA

HOT-DIP GALVANIZATION ON STEEL 
All steel components used by IDEA are hot-dip galvanized in a liquid zinc 
bath at 449 °C.
• If the surface is damaged, hot-dipped galvanized products repair  
 themselves through zinc contracting and forming a new coating in  
 the damaged area. 
• Zinc is a more active metal in comparison to steel. This is a unique  
 characteristic for galvanizing, which means when a galvanized   
 coating is damaged and steel is exposed to the atmosphere, zinc  
 can continue to protect steel through galvanic corrosion.

POWDER COATING ON STEEL AND ALUMINIUM
The powder coating process offers several advantages over
conventional liquid coating methods:
• Increased durability.
• Capabilities for more specialized finishes.
• Resistant to diminished coating quality as a result of impact.
 moisture, chemicals, ultraviolet light, and other extrem
 weather conditions.In turn, this reduces the risk of scratches,
 chipping, abrasions, corrosion, fading, and other wear issues.
• Any RAL color can be chosen.

MAINTENANCE:
Painted surfaces which become scratched can be restored, by using the colour touch-up sprays cans of IDEA standard RAL 
are available upon request. 
The colour should be sprayed from a distance of 10-20 cm onto the surface which has been previously cleaned from dust and dirt. 
Drying is achieved in about 15 minutes.
If however, on steel products, damage is deep and breaks the zinc protective coating below the paint, it will be necessary to proceed with an applica-
tion of a zinc spray between the phase of cleaning and repainting. Please contact the IDEA office for advice.

RAL



SPECIFICATIONS OF COR-TEN® PRODUCTION
• Laser cutting with CNC machine: Cutting metal plates and pipes of different thickness with high precision
• Bending of the metal: reduces the need for welding of the pieces
• Gas welding
• Sanding with no:40 sandpaper

FEATURES AND CYCLES OF COR-TEN'S AGING
COR-TEN steel, thanks to the process of maturation/oxidation that characterizes it, is considereda "live"material which may vary over
time in shades and hues, depending the the shape of the object, the position which is installed and according to the cycles of
weathering which the object undergoes.
IDEA activates the maturation of corten steel using a system of natural oxidation through weathering thus favoring non-invasive
techniques for the environment. This natural system, gives corten steel a particular non-uniform aspect and different shades of colour. 
The shades of colour, therefore, are not a defect.
IDEA purchases COR-TEN from SSAB company which has an official patent to sell it worldwide.

COR-TEN® Steel BY IDEA

1. Appearance/shades of naturally died product at
 the time of delivery approximately 2 months of
 natural cidation.

3. Appearance shades of the product at the end of the
 period of oxidation after about 12/24 months
 of installation.

2. Appearance shades of naturally oddized product
 after about 4/6 months of installation.

MAINTENANCE:
You can repair minor surface defects(smears, dents, stains).If the corten is natural/raw, rub down the surface with a piece of steel wool,to eliminate the 
defect. then moisten with water and place the product on the outside,until the part returns to the surface characteristics of the rest of the piece.



IDEA NORMALLY USES SS 304 AND 316 (by request of the client)

SPECIFICATIONS OF STEEL PRODUCTION

• Laser cutting with CNC machine: Cutting metal plates and pipes of different thickness with high precision
• Sanding with sandpaper no:120
• Bending of the metal: reduces the need for welding of the pieces
• Gas welding
• Sanding with no:40-120 sandpaper

NOTE: IDEA always uses ELECTROPOLISHING treatment.This treatment improves the corrosion resistance of products 
which are installed in the areas with salty air or high pollution level.

STAINLESS STEEL BY IDEA

MAINTENANCE:
IDEA recommends that you periodically clean the products made of stainless steel to eliminate salt , dust ,which may alter the protective layer of the 
material. Washing, as well as making the product clean,reduces the risk of corrosion.
Normally it's sufficient to simply wash the stainless steel with water, detergent and a soft cloth. In the case of lime scale deposit use a cream-purpose 
cleaner with a soft cloth while in the case of thicker deposits, very hot water with 1/4 of vinegar is necessary. For grease and oil stains, use a mild liquid 
dishwashing product. For rust stains, use a mild cream using a soft damp cloth.
For an optimal cleaning of Stainless Steel, IDEA uses a specific cleaner which can be provided on request



RANGE OF PRODUCTS
CATEGORIES:

URBAN PRODUCTS:

⦁  Benches

⦁  Customized Benches

⦁  Litter & Recycling Bins

⦁  Planters & Flowerpots

⦁  Tree grilles  Flagpoles

⦁  Bollards

⦁  Bike Racks & Lighting 

⦁  Architectural Metal Works

⦁  Signs & Letters

HOME & GARDEN:

⦁ Cabanas & Gazebos  

⦁ Swings & Arbors

⦁ Chaise Lounges

⦁ Gates & Doors  

⦁ Tables & Seats  

⦁ Staircases 

⦁ Fire Place

⦁ Shower & Drinking Fountain

⦁ Wooden Works

PERGOLAS:

⦁  Collezione Collection

⦁  Julienne Collection 

⦁  La Defense Collection  

⦁  Santorini Collection 

⦁  Carport Collection          



PROJECTS LIST
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SHUSHA SIGNS PROJECT
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PROJECTS

DREAMLAND GOLF CLUB
 
Dreamland Baku Golf Villas & Living 
Residences is one of the most visited 
places by foreign guests due to its luxury 
golf course and ideal living complex. The 
description of elements of Azerbaijani 
history at the entrance to this place is 
a great reason for foreigners to visit. 
This artwork, prepared by IDEA for the 
entrance to the mentioned place, displays 
examples of fine art expressing elements 
of the history of Azerbaijan on the material 
"Cor-Ten." The national ornaments of our 
country are depicted at the highest level 
on the architectural pearl, which is almost 
180 meters long.
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DREAMLAND GOLF CLUB
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DREAMLAND GOLF CLUB
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SHUSHA SIGNS PROJECT
 
IDEA cares about our land’s history, and 
that is why we took up the task of making 
the new “Shusha” sign.  And now, the 
restored "ŞUŞA" sign welcomes visitors 
of this landmark that have come to visit 
the historic center of Karabakh, which 
was recently reclaimed by the republic 
of Azerbaijan.

The letters stand tall with the highest point 
being 3m tall. This is why we made sure 
to use the highest quality aluminum in the 
production of these letters, in order to put 
less weight on the tower, as their overall 
weight is 300kgs and prevent weathering 
from harsh weather conditions.

The importance of the quality of this job can 
not be put into words, as these letters will 
welcome everyone that visits Shusha for 
generations to come.

PROJECTS
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PROJECTS

KRISTAL ABSHERON 
BAYIL
 
Kristal Absheron Bayil is a residential 
complex located in Baku. IDEA designed 
and manufactured tailor-made Pergolas 
and Litter bins for the courtyard of this 
project. Grandezza is 30 meters long 
Pergola that perfectly suits the design of 
the building. Both pergolas are made 
from impregnated pinewood and all the 
connections are individually designed 
from hot-dip galvanized and powder-
coated metal.
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PROJECTS

PENT-HOUSE MONTIN
 
IDEA offers a variety of landscaping 
products that are perfect for commercial 
places and courtyards. Our products are 
made to fit perfectly into the exterior design 
of your building, and we offer a variety of 
styles to choose from. We also have a wide 
range of perfect products for your needs. 
Plus, our products are made with quality 
outdoor materials, so you can be sure they 
will last for years. 
IDEA products provide great value for 
money because they are cheaper than 
traditional solutions without sacrificing 
quality, aesthetics, or functionality.
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PENT-HOUSE MONTIN
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PROJECTS

AVICOM COURTYARD
 
IDEA offers a variety of landscaping 
products that are perfect for commercial 
courtyards. Our products are made to fit 
perfectly into the exterior design of your 
building, and we offer a variety of colors 
and styles to choose from. We also have a 
wide range of sizes to choose from, so you 
can find the perfect product for your needs. 
Plus, our products are made with quality 
materials and construction, so you can 
be sure they will last for years. Contact us 
today to learn more about our landscaping 
products!
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PROJECTS

RED BRIDGE
 
The RED BRIDGE is a 90-meter-long metal 
platform with five balconies, and the entire 
structure consists of bolted joints. The 
whole platform is powder coated and made 
by applying special drawing, welding, and 
cutting. The IDEA Design and Development 
team has completed particular modelling 
to achieve the expected results. The design 
allows the transfer of forces between bolts 
and sections. In addition the configuration 
was realized on site after all the sections 
were manufactured in the production 
facility. The Red Bridge’s shapeis slithering 
in several parts.
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PROJECT RED BRIDGE
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PROJECTS

BAKU ZOOLOGICAL
PARK
 
IDEA company has finished the "Baku 
Zoological Park" project in the renovated 
zoo of Baku city. Our company has 
successfully completed the architectural 
work in accordance with the highest
quality standards. In addition, the artwork 
made from Cor-Ten stands tall at the 
entrance of the Baku zoological park. This 
complicated, layered artwork was made 
from full sheets of Cor-Ten that were cut 
using high-precision lasers. The wood used
in this project is impregnated, D4 glue-
laminated and coated with water-based 
paint, which is certified by the "EN 71-3 
Safety for Toys" standard. Furthermore, 
we used galvanized and powder-coated 
steel, along with the use of Corten for a 
more rustic look.
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BAKU ZOOLOGICAL PARK
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NATIONAL GYMNASTIC ARENA
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PROJECTS

NATIONAL
GYMNASTIC ARENA
 
IDEA's design emphasises the natural 
spirit of the space, which provides a 
stunningly beautiful atmosphere around 
the arena. High-quality, customizable 
benches, wooden and metal facades, tree 
grilles, flagpoles, cabanas, hammocks, 
planters, and recycle bins are a part of 
the "NATIONAL GYMNASTIC ARENA" 
project. The wood used in this project is 
impregnated, D4 glue-laminated, and 
coated with water-based paint, which 
is certified by the "EN 71-3 Safety for 
Toys" standard. In addition, all the metal 
in this project is hot-dip galvanized and 
powder-coated.
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NATIONAL GYMNASTIC ARENA
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PROJECTS

PROJECT SAHIL
 
Uncover the breathtaking Sahil Project in 
Baku, Azerbaijan. Embrace the allure of 
its remarkable pergola, built with glued 
wood for unrivaled strength and durability. 
Treated to resist termites and bacteria, 
it promises enduring beauty. Completed 
with galvanized and powder-coated metal 
joints for added protection. Experience 
the perfect fusion of longevity and outdoor 
elegance with Sahil Residence!
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PROJECT SAHIL
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PROJECTS

RR CONSTRUCTION
IMPERIAL
 
IDEA presents one of the latest projects for 
a residential building located in Baku. With 
the addition of eye-catching landscaping, 
the courtyard residential building looks 
more beautiful and has an exemplary 
character. After the process of landscaping 
the courtyard, our company has created an 
ideal environment to ensure the comfort 
of the people living here. The products we 
used in this project are Collezione Asado 
Pergola, La Defense Pergola, Riva Benches, 
Viva Double Benches, Urbo Litter Bins, Bike 
Rack, Burberry Lighting, Eco Pinewood with 
ashtray litter bins, Eco Grey with ashtray 
litter bins, Tongal Corten Fireplace, Block 
Entrance Covering. Create your outdoor 
living space with stylish shading, fresh air, 
and easy maintenance. Worldwide export 
is also available.
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RR CONSTRUCTION IMPERIAL
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PROJECTS

ENTRANCE FACADE
WITH SIGN BBC FOR 
BAKU WHITE CITY
 
IDEA LLC transforms the entrance facade 
of Baku Business Centre in White City, 
introducing stainless steel sign letters. 
This bespoke design harmonizes modern 
elegance with architectural finesse, 
seamlessly integrating into the dynamic 
urban landscape. Meticulously crafted 
stainless steel letters stand as symbols of 
corporate identity, enhancing aesthetics 
while ensuring functional excellence. 
Welcome to a landmark facade, a testament 
to innovation within Baku's evolving 
cityscape.
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PROJECTS

ADA UNIVERSITY
 
IDEA Company has successfully produced 
and installed different architectural urban 
products at ADA University. We covered the 
huge garden around the university campus 
with modern designs and quality urban 
products. We placed seats all over the 
garden for maximum comfort. The elegant 
design of the "La Defense" pergola creates 
an embellished look, while litter bins help 
to keep the environment clean, and tree 
grilles allow you to protect nature.
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PROJECT ADA UNIVERSITY
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PROJECT ADA UNIVERSITY
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PROJECT ADA UNIVERSITY
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PROJECT ADA UNIVERSITY
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SANATORIUM OF THE STATE SECURITY SYSTEM
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PROJECTS

SANATORIUM OF THE
STATE SECURITY SYSTEM
 
The Sanatorium of the State Security 
System is where high professionalism and 
international standards meet to create an
enticing atmosphere. With their elegant 
appearance, functionality, and comfort, 
"La Defense" pergolas will beautify your 
outdoor space. Furthermore, "Millennium" 
litter bins, "Toni" and "Sunny" chaise 
lounges are included in this project. The 
wood we used is impregnated,
D4 glue-laminated and coated with water-
based paint, which is certified by the
"EN 71-3 Safety for Toys" standard, making 
the pergola water-repellent and UV 
resistant. Additionally, all metal is hot-dip 
galvanized and powder-coated.
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SANATORIUM OF THE STATE SECURITY SYSTEM
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PROJECTS

DENIZ MALL
 
Located around the Caspian shores, the 
DENIZ MALL area is stunningly embellished 
with IDEA products. It is stunningly 
embellished with IDEA products that are 
produced in Azerbaijan, are of the highest 
quality and are an ideal choice for outdoor 
areas. We installed benches and litter bins 
for a better experience, as well as some 
decorative elements that blend in perfectly 
with the new shopping centre’s modern, 
sleek appearance. Our contribution to the 
relatively new DENIZ MALL can be seen all 
around this modern-looking structure.
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DENIZ MALL PROJECT
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BILGAH VILLA
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PROJECTS

BILGAH VILLA
 
We installed a high-quality, customized 
ceiling with decking, multifunctional BBQ 
kitchen cabinets, and a unique
"FRONT PERGOLA" for the Bilgah project.
It creates a special place for all your 
outdoor zones and allows you to have a 
comfortable and relaxing time on sunny 
days. The use of impregnated and glue-
laminated wood coated with water-based 
paint, which is certified by "EN 71-3 
Safety for Toys", makes the pergola water-
repellent and UV resistant.
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PROJECTS

AMBURAN VILLA
 
The "AMBURAN VILLA" project has been 
designed in accordance with the most 
modern city standards and offers an ideal 
environment for outdoor entertaining. 
High-quality "Formal Garden'' & ''Cabana" 
pergolas, modern "Amburan" handrails, 
a unique swing-bed, a safety service gate, 
and a special "Spa Poll Structure" are a 
part of the project. We used high-quality 
materials in the manufacturing process, 
which allows long-term usage and
increases durability against harsh 
conditions.
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PROJECTS

BAKU OLYMPIC
STADIUM 
 
Our company has done some architectural 
work at the BAKU OLYMPIC STADIUM,
which is considered to be the most 
magnificent sports complex in our country. 
These two architectural solutions, which are 
called the "Voyage" and "Cobra" pergolas, 
beautify the surrounding landscape of the 
BAKU OLYMPIC STADIUM. In addition, this 
signboard is placed at the entrance to the 
Baku Olympic Stadium and makes the view 
even more beautiful. This sign board's 
modern, kind of trapezium-style design 
attracts attention from many sides of the 
surrounding city area.
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PROJECT BAKU OLYMPIC STADIUM
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PROJECTS

SHAMKIR HAP
 
The SHAMKIR HAP project has been 
designed in accordance with the most 
modern standards and offers an ideal 
environment for outdoor entertaining. 
High-quality "Primo" benches, modern 
"Millenium" litter bins, and a special 
"Signboard" are all part of the project. 
The "Primo" bench can be identified by its 
excellent quality and outstanding design.
In addition, all of our litter bins
include a smart drainage system that is 
designed to withstand both rain and snow.
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 PROJECT SHAMKIR HAP
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HEYDAR ALIYEV PARK
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PROJECT HEYDAR ALIYEV PARK
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 PROJECT AYNA SULTANOVA
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PROJECTS

FOUR SEASONS
HOTEL
  
The FOUR SEASONS HOTEL Baku is 
known for its luxury accommodations and 
amenities on a waterfront promenade
with spectacular views of the Caspian Sea 
or Old City. Our company has completed 
for this project high-quality decorative 
elements such as ornamental balcony 
balustrades, metal entrance gates, 
architectural steel structures, port cochere 
handrails for the entrance area, decorative 
steel elements for the facade, lighting 
rods, and flagpoles. The whole structure 
has been designed to provide both safety 
and comfort.
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PROJECTS

PIK PALAS HOTEL
SHAHDAG
 
PIK PALAS HOTEL located in the heart of 
the skiing tourism of Azerbaijan. External 
architectural metalworks such as balcony 
balustrades, flagpoles, porte-cocheres, 
domed spires, and wooden louvres for 
windows were created by IDEA for PIK 
PALAS. Exterior and landscape furniture 
provide stabilization among those sections. 
The hotel is situated in Gusar, the northern 
area of Azerbaijan, which is characterized by 
severe weather in winter. The metal pieces 
are manufactured to show high outdoor 
resistance. The IDEA 300 bench model is 
included in IDEA’s urban bench collection. 
The material is pinewood, impregnated
and painted with water-based paints by 
Arch Timber A Ltd.
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PROJECT PIK PALAS HOTEL SHAHDAG
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PROJECTS

DINAMO HOTEL
 
The most beautiful and luxurious section 
of the DINAMO HOTEL, which includes 
the main restaurant staircase, main guest 
stairs, and skylight, was designed by Alberto 
Pinto Studio and has been realized by IDEA. 
Four different radiuses of the balustrades 
are manufactured from stainless steel, 
and the entire structure consists of bolted 
joints. Certain sumptuous metalwork adds 
spectacular beauty while maintaining the 
building's spaciousness.
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PROJECTS DINAMO HOTEL
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PROJECTSPROJECTS

LUXURY VILLA ALBALI
 
Albalı is a Private luxury Villa designed and 
executed by IDEA. The project contains 
several exclusive Wooden Pergolas, a 16 
meters Glulamnated Bridge, and several 
Wooden Arches and Structures.
This project also includes many more minor 
elements like Handrails, Balustrades, 
Benches, and Planters, that decorate the 
fantastic landscape of the Villas.
All the listed structures were manufactured 
in the production facility of IDEA and 
mounted on-site by the company's 
installation team.
Moreover, the shop drawings were 
prepared by IDEA’s Design and 
Development Team to get started with the 
production. Some other relevant works 
have been added to the scope of supply 
and installation.
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GULUSTAN ENTRANCE
 
Nowadays residents of urban areas are 
attracted to more architecturally and 
esthetically pleasant spaces. Recently, 
IDEA has produced and installed a ceiling 
with a special approach. The resulting 
unique design earned the appreciation of 
the locals. While being flexible in terms 
of their functionality, each of the spaces 
is distinguished by its uniqueness and 
carefully designed features. We planned 
to actualize all of our customer's visions, 
through our architectural solutions. We 
have shown our prowess in our field. 
Indeed, the Metal ceiling is designed to 
accommodate both night and daytime use. 
Furthermore, the VIP entrance is lit from 
below with hidden LED lights. Those low-
voltage lights are ideal for environmentally 
efficient use, and they give notes of subtlety 
to the surrounding atmosphere.
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MASERATI
 
Around us, there are a lot of everyday 
objects that we may get inspired by. 
Some architects & designers love to make 
it by putting small things into a different 
perspective. The unique car demands a 
unique place to stand. Getting fascinated 
by the shape of an ordinary door handle, 
IDEA's design & production team created 
this fantastic exhibition stand for Maserati 
cars @Azerbaijan. The unique car demands 
a special place to stand. Getting fascinated 
by the shape of an ordinary door handle, 
IDEA's design & production team created 
this fantastic exhibition stand for Maserati 
cars @Azerbaijan.
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GREEN HOUSE
 
This modern GREEN HOUSE is made of 
tempered glass with black steel frames. 
Roof windows on both sides of the
greenhouse are designed to function and 
are simple to open and close manually.
The bottom side and basement of the
structure are made of concrete. In the 
gardens, this modern and modest 
greenhouse provides warm air inside and 
allows you to grow plants in winter. The 
combination of hot-dipped galvanized & 
creates powder-coated metal and special 
glass forms the main structure of the 
Green House.

GREEN HOUSE PROJECT
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GREEN HOUSE PROJECT



OUR TEAM



RECOMMENDATION LETTERS





www.codest.com                                     Azerbaijan Branch Office 
                                                                   44 J.Jabbarly Street 
                                                                   Caspian Plaza 8th Floor 
                                                                   AZ1065 Baku Azerbaijan 
 

 

Codest International S.r.l 
Via Buttrio, Fraz. Cargnacco 
33050 Pozzuolo del Friuli  
Udine – Italy 

 Tel.  +39 0432 607700 
Fax +39 0432 607702 
mail@codest.com 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Capitale Sociale: ¬ 10.400 i.v.  
C.F., P.IVA e Iscr. Reg. Imprese  
Udine  IT01735600304 

 Società soggetta all’attività di  
direzione e coordinamento del 
gruppo Rizzani de Eccher  S.p.A. 

 

Baku, 26th July 2011 
 
 
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 

 

 

 
 
I confirm that we have appointed the company “IDEA” for the production and installation of 
several steel works packages, including high-quality decorative elements, for the “Four 
Seasons Hotel” (Baku - Azerbaijan) and that they have provided an excellent service. 
 
We consider “IDEA” to be a valuable company, who consistently managed the works 
achieving the required results and delivering all expectations. 
 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
  
 
 
Franco Lusuriello  
Area Manager 
Codest International Srl 





 

Mьeyyetzade Mah. Galip Dede Cad. No:97 D:8  +90 212 292 92 52      +90 212 292 92 54                         info@lalbahceleri.com          
www.lalbahceleri.com 
Galata 34420 Beyoğlu-İstanbul   +90 212 292 92 52 

 
A T F   

 

 

 

             18.03.2014 

 

 To whom it may concern, 

 

 We have had the pleasure of  working with IDEA both in Haydar Aliyev Park Project and Şemkir 

 Urban Park Project.  

 While within the scope of Haydar Aliyev Park Project we have interacted with IDEA on steel bridge 

 and platform production process, in Şemkir Urban Park Project we appointed IDEA for the  

 production of  urban design .  

 During our professional affiliation, we are highly impressed by IDEA’s professionalism and 

 competency therefore  we feel confident in recogni zing and recommending IDEA as an accomplished 

 business partner.   

 

 Yours faithfully, 

 Levent S. Pınar 

  





 

Letter 

W-OFFC-CLNT-LETR-0001 
 
 
 

 

TerraStruc Ltd. 

14 Khojali Avenue, Baku, AZ1025, Azerbaijan  

Tel: +994 12 496 4542 Website: www.terrastruc.com 

 

13 March 2014 

 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

 

This writing is to confirm that IDEA is a strategic partner of TerraStruc in Azerbaijan.  

 

A dependable supply chain is crucial in the local market to deliver projects on time, to an 

international standard of quality and within a predetermined budget. The outdoor wood- and 

metalwork at the National Gymnastics Arena serves as a good example.  

 

IDEA's performance, pro-active senior management input and transparent commercial dealings 

on various projects with TerraStruc over the last 5 years has made them an obvious choice as 

preferred supplier to our organization. 

 

We can confidently recommend IDEA's service offer and product range to others. 

 

You are welcome to contact the undersigned directly if confirmation of this recommendation is 

required. 

 

 

Kind regards, 

Johann Schoeman 

















Azarbaycan Respublikaslnln Safirliyi  
Doha  

Embassy of the Republic of Azerbaijan U' ?'J).J jl 4._-:1.).J € oJ 9," 

Doha .J.1l1 

SDHAl021/21-1 
03/06/2021 

Subject: Letter of Reference 

To Whom It May Concern 

With this letter I confirm that we have worked with IDEA Company 
and it has successfully manufactured a stainless steel work for the 
exterior area of the administrative building of the Embassy of the 
Republic of Azerbaijan to the State of Qatar. 

Herewith, I underline that we are impressed by original and excellent 
quality work that is provided, and recommend IDEA for future 
projects with full satisfaction. 

Yours Sincerely 

-
Rashad Ismayilov 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary  
of the Republic of Azerbaijan to the State of Qatar  

(+'W i) U '1 n voo :u-Sl9 ,(+'W i) U '11H o. :L.u.9:;1:i ,.J:>.! :iJ..9..l - ,'1''1'1 .. : Y.0'" 

P.O.Box: 23900 , Doha - State of Qatar, Tel: (+974) 44932450, Fax: (+974) 44931755 
E-mail: azembassy@qatar.net.qa 
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